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Chapter 1471: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 29) 

Luo Qing Chen felt her heart skip a beat and after taking a deep breath, she didn’t dare breathe out. 

“Welcome, new members of the vocal music club.” Wen Yan Chen slowly let go of her hand with a 

sparkle in his eyes. 

Actually, people didn’t know that his ears couldn’t help feeling a bit warm. 

He never thought that the first time holding her hand would be in this kind of situation. 

There were some people where if they heard their voice, it would be deeply imprinted in his mind. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 70%.] 

She was a bit stunned until the system’s notification brought her back. She looked up at Wen Yan Chen 

and said, “Hello, senior.” 

Wen Yan Chen looked over her and there was a confused look that appeared in his eyes. 

After a person who was a female voice actor with perfect pitch, it was impossible for her not to know 

that his voice was the same as Half Warm Cup. 

But there was no surprise in her eyes, which meant there was one possibility. 

She already knew that he was Half Warm Cup…… 

“Damn, Yan Chen, why are you at the welcome party?!” Jian Yuan looked at him in complete shock. 

He was Wen Yan Chen! He didn’t even come to the meetings before their performances, not to mention 

this noisy orientation party, alright?” 

“I can’t?” Wen Yan Chen put his hands in his pockets out of habit. When he walked forward, he didn’t 

forget to whisper to Luo Qing Chen behind him, “Come.” 

Su Zhi was still very unhappy and she pursed her lips, but since senior Wen had already spoken, she 

couldn’t say a thing. 

When they sat back down, Chen Na finally came back to her senses. 

She wanted to say something bad, but she couldn’t say it when she saw Wen Yan Chen. 

“These two new classmates are lucky! Being led in by school hunk Wen is not a right that everyone can 

enjoy.” Jian Yuan didn’t forget to tease them with a trace of a smile in his eyes. 

After all, he had known Wen Yan Chen for many years and he really had never seen this behaviour from 

him before! 

Could it be…..they knew each other? 



Other than welcoming the new members, Jian Yuan told everyone about the school celebration that was 

coming next month. Each club had to prepare two or three programs and the ones with the highest 

votes would participate in the school celebration performance. 

Chen Na gave a cold snort as she looked at Luo Qing Chen and Su Zhi. 

After all, when the vocal music club had large performances, she would normally participate. 

But she had never performed with school hunk Wen before because he said, “I only like playing solo.” 

“Di, di, di.” The phone vibrated. 

While the others were eating fruits and chatting, only Luo Qing Chen and Wen Yan Chen picked up their 

phones at the same time. 

In the group chat of “Reincarnation Endowment”, there were questions about their progress. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: @Everyone, time is running out, have you finished recording your 

sound clips? 

[Li Xi]Splendid: Not yet! I suddenly feel that Xi Li’s voice is very difficult. 乛?乛 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Does Hua Hua want to change? Actually, it isn’t a problem! 

[Li Xi]Splendid: Oh, no. 

[Li Xi]Splendid has retracted a message! 

[Li Xi]Splendid: I don’t think it’s that difficult for me, I’ll be done in three days! 

[Zhu Xue]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: I’m half finished, I just need to work with god Clear Dust on some of 

the more emotional lines. 

Luo Qing Chen looked down and her lips curled. She quickly replied on her iPhone X. 

[Nian Yi]Thinking of Clear Dust: Don’t call me god Clear Dust! It sounds so strange, just call me Qing 

Chen! 

Chapter 1472: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 30) 

Since Flourishing Song said that her chatting was very cold since she didn’t add an emote, she always 

remembered to include an emote to show that she wasn’t that cold! 

[Li Xi]Splendid: God Clear Dust really is different from the rumours! I always thought that you were a big 

sister! But when I heard you on the broadcast, I was simply stunned! 

[President]Falling White Robe: I actually have a question about this! @Half Warm Cup, you gave Qing 

Chen a hundred thousand, I don’t believe it if you said there were no other meanings. 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: I did have other meanings, what are you going to do? 

“Puchi.” Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help laughing as she read this on the screen. Su Zhi beside her pushed 

her arm and said with a soft laugh, “What are you laughing at!” 



“I……” 

When Luo Qing Chen wanted to say something, the president Jian Yuan not far away cut in, “This is the 

smile that comes from chatting with a boyfriend.” 

He probably felt that Luo Qing Chen had been embarrassed by the Chen Na matter, so he was finding a 

topic to ease the tension. 

He never thought that when he said this, Luo Qing Chen and Wen Yan Chen would look up at each other. 

Jian Yuan looked a bit confused as he asked Wen Yan Chen, “You look like you know her boyfriend!” 

“Un.” He softly replied as his lips curled into a beautiful arc. He looked at Luo Qing Chen with a deep 

look and muttered, “Perhaps I do.” 

“Ah!? You really have a boyfriend!” 

Jian Yuan’s excited tone had a trace of disappointment. The excitement was from being able to guess 

correctly, the disappointment was from the fact that such a pretty girl finally came to the vocal music 

club, but she was already taken. 

Luo Qing Chen was a bit surprised as her attention was focused on the word ‘boyfriend’. 

When her phone vibrated again, she looked down, not looking at those eyes that could seem to see 

through people. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: @Thinking of Clear Dust! What? Warm Cup actually gave you a 

hundred thousand? God Clear Dust, don’t be fooled by him, he isn’t that kind of person! There must be 

a plot! 

She had known Half Warm Cup all these years, what broadcast? He didn’t even use Weibo, alright? 

It was very hard to imagine what he was like in real life, he might be an old man in his thirties! 

She had secretly thought about it before. If Half Warm Cup was an old man in his thirties, he would have 

hurt many young girls’ hearts! 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: @Falling White Robe, your wife really is getting less and less cute. 

[President]Falling White Robe: Heroes have the same opinion. 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: Change it? 

[President]Falling White Robe: No. 

[Nian Yi]Thinking of Clear Dust: I feel that the relationship between the president and the vice president 

is quite good! 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Ha, ha! White Robe, mua, mua! Right, I was talking about the 

recording, are your recordings almost done? 

Why did it feel like once Half Warm Cup and Thinking of Clear Dust appeared, the entire “Reincarnation 

Endowment” group was a bit crooked. 



[Nian Yi]Thinking of Clear Dust: I’m sorry! I’m at my club’s orientation party today, so I’ll start recording 

tonight! I have a few lines that I need to work with two people on and I’ll record with god Warm Cup 

tonight. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Ha, ha! God Clear Dust is still cute! (＾Ｕ＾)ノ 

After saying this, she didn’t forget to ping the male lead of “Reincarnation Endowment”! 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Warm Cup, what about you! When are you planning on giving me the 

sound clips? @Half Warm Cup! （▼?▼メ） 

  

Chapter 1473: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 31) 

Half Warm Cup was the hardest mountain to move each time, Flourishing Song had to keep asking for 

seven days. 

But although Half Warm Cup’s clips came late, they never had to be worked on. 

That was why he was the most famous god of Drunken Bliss, he was truly powerful! 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: I might be late. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Why? [Anger] 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: Because I’m also participating in the club’s orientation party. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: You really are bad at lying! 

[Zhu Xue]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: Vice president +1, god Warm Cup is directly copying god Clear Dust’s 

words! 

[President]Falling White Robe: Warm Cup, your words really are too rough, I really don’t have a way to 

speak up for you…… 

Even the president couldn’t take it anymore. Just saying that he was busy in the afternoon was better 

than saying that he was at the club’s orientation party! 

Luo Qing Chen looked up and saw a faint smile on the face of that youth. He had a slight pampering look 

in his eyes as his hands quickly tuped on the screen. 

“Du, du.” 

There was a message from Half Warm Cup on QQ. 

Half Warm Cup: Is god Clear Dust really not going to speak up for me? (つд?) 

He didn’t forget to add an aggrieved emote at the end. 

When she looked up again, she met Wen Yan Chen’s eyes and they both revealed a smile. 

Luo Qing Chen’s smile was very sweet and hard to hide. Wen Yan Chen’s lips curled and his smile was 

faint, but beautiful. 



This was a kind of tacit feeling between them! 

Because of their perfect pitch, they had immediately noticed each other and entered a tacit 

understanding. 

Chen Na had seen everything. She sat there angrily clenching her fist and stomped her foot a few times 

to express his existence. 

It was a pity that no one had noticed her! 

Luo Qing Chen took the phone and sent a message in the group chat. 

[Nian Yi]Thinking of Clear Dust: Actually, god Warm Cup isn’t lying….. 

[Li Xi]Splendid: ? 

[Zhu Xue]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: ?? 

[President]Falling White Robe: ??? 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: You……You, you, you……How do you know? 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: Because we’re in the same club. 

The screen immediately froze. 

After three seconds, the president, Falling White Robe, made a statement. 

[President]Falling White Robe: Drunken Bliss will be holding a crusade on Half Warm Cup at eight 

tonight, please inform the others! 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: ? 

[President]Falling White Robe: If you and god Clear Dust are at the same school, why didn’t you try to 

poach her sooner? ╰_╯ 

Falling White Robe who never sent an emote was swept up in this and directly sent an angry emote. 

[Nian Yi]Thinking of Clear Dust: Actually……I am a first year and god Warm Cup is a second year senior. 

Luo Qing Chen helped him to the end and told them the truth. 

[President]Falling White Robe: Damn! This much of a coincidence? 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: It’s just like a drama….. 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: It’s just this coincidental. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: @Thinking of Clear Dust, god Qing Chen, tell me, is Warm Cup an uncle 

with a full beard? (＾Ｕ＾)ノ 

[Li Xi]Splendid: Picture, picture, god Warm Cup sounds like he’s handsome! How could he be an uncle….. 

[Nian Yi]Thinking of Clear Dust: Do you want me to take one? 



Luo Qing Chen didn’t forget to look at Wen Yan Chen with a naughty look as she sent this, feeling quite 

good. 

  

Chapter 1474: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 32) 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: I’ll send it myself! 

Wen Yan Chen directly sent the photo with this message. He sent it as a [Flash], so it could only be seen 

once. 

Luo Qing Chen took a look and saw that it was a picture that was taken by someone else. It was against 

the light and he was looking away. 

Although his face could still be described as good, Luo Qing Chen didn’t think it looked as good as the 

one she took. 

She thought that it would create a stir in the group since school hunk Wen had such popularity at 

school, so everyone could see his value. 

But she never thought that it would be different from what she imagined. 

[President]Falling White Robe: You sent this picture when you first joined the club, can’t you show more 

sincerity! 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Can there be more trust between people! This is clearly from Baidu, 

can you not bring this up! 

Falling White Robe and Flourishing Song should be the ones most familiar with Half Warm Cup in 

Drunken Bliss, so the way they spoke wasn’t like the others! 

But the supporting male lead and the supporting female lead were still respectful towards Half Warm 

Cup, un…..respectful. 

[Li Xi]Splendid: This person in the picture seems familiar! I’ve seen it on the forums before! (Voiceover: 

This is a fake picture!) 

[Zhu Xue]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: God Warm Cup really has a good eye for pictures! (Voiceover: Although 

it’s fake, he has a good eye for pictures!) 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen was shocked by the chat in the group. Why didn’t people believe anything in this day and 

age! 

The orientation party ended in the afternoon and after the president explained the school celebration 

program to everyone, they disbanded. 

Wen Yan Chen wanted to send her home very much, but with the light bulb Su Zhi, he never had a 

chance. 

After buying a cup of milk tea, she logged onto QQ after getting him. 



“Du, du.” 

Before her butt even touched the seat, there was a message. 

Half Warm Cup: Let’s rehearse tonight. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Alright. 

For professional voice actors like them, they normally didn’t need to rehearse. 

Because they could control their voice and their emotions. 

For rehearsing, it was just to add more emotions into scenes and to make their voices even more 

perfect. 

Half Warm Cup: YY 30556*** 

Half Warm Cup didn’t give her the Drunken Bliss official YY, but rather…..his personal YY. 

Because he had a purple border. 

The YY room was called: In my heart. 

When Luo Qing Chen went in, she was strangely nervous. 

Because in the YY room, there was only her and Wen Yan Chen. 

The purple border was lit up before going dim and then it lit up again when she came in. 

“Qing Chen.” 

“Ah! Here.” 

This was her first time on YY with Wen Yan Chen, that cold voice had a trace of gentleness to it. 

“God Warm Cup is calling me Clear Dust, I’m not used to it.” 

When they were in the group, he seemed to call her Thinking of Clear Dust.” 

“Actually……” He was silent for a bit before his cool as water voice rang out again, “I’m calling you by 

your name.” 

He called her Qing Chen of Luo Qing Chen, not Clear Dust of Thinking of Clear Dust. 

He was a person who existed in her real life, not a person who only existed online. 

“I saw the document you sent me, I also feel that these lines need to be adjusted.” 

Talking to Wen Yan Chen for the first time, she was nervous at first. It wasn’t that she was someone who 

couldn’t talk to people, but it was that with the god called ‘Half Warm Cup’, she was very nervous. 

That night, they recorded all the voice clips that needed to be recorded. 

The two had a tacit understanding and passed it to Flourishing Song at the same time. 

  



Chapter 1475: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 33) 

In less than half a minute, the icon for the “Reincarnation Endowment” group chat popped up. 

Actually, there were many projects being run by Drunken Bliss, but Flourishing Song liked to talk in this 

chat the most. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: What does sending me the voice clips together mean…..are you two 

together? @Everyone. 

It had to be said, this move really was something. This was something that could be solved in private 

messages, but it became something solved in a public chat. 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: You’re jealous? 

[President]Falling White Robe: Warm Cup, ah, Warm Cup, how many hearts will you break in Drunken 

Bliss! 

Because this was the “Reincarnation Endowment” chat, there were fewer fans of Half Warm Cup, but it 

was different in the main chat of Drunken Bliss. There were many girls who had pretty good voices who 

had entered the industry because of him. 

[Li Xi]Splendid: I want to expose you! Unless…..you send me red packets! （*＾-＾*） 

[Qi Jun]Half Warm Cup: @Flourishing Song, I have a better choice for Xi Li’s role, we can still change it 

before the editing. 

Splendid has withdrawn a message. 

[Splendid has given Half Warm Cup an exclusive red packet.] 

[Li Xi]Splendid: God Warm Cup, you are the male god that I love the most! Please take my grovel and 

this red packet! 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Hua Hua, where’s your dignity? 

[Li Xi]Splendid: In front of a god, who needs dignity! (≧▽≦)/ 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Damn, damn, damn! “Sword Dance Clear Song” was released! 

Everyone stopped chatting and opened Weibo. 

King’s Landing’s official page was reserved like they weren’t satisfied with their work. The tone was 

very…..strange. 

King’s Landing V: Many things for everyone’s continued support. Because of a rush this time, “Sword 

Dance Clear Song” might not have reached the peak, so we ask for everyone’s tolerance. We will 

continue working hard on our next project! 

King’s Landing had tagged everyone and Luo Qing Chen saw that it was the same list as before. 

She clicked the play button and the BGM entered her ears. 



It had to be said, the sound crew at King’s Landing was quite good, it definitely matched the feel of 

“Sword Dance Clear Song”. 

The first one to speak was He Yu Ya. His voice had always been good and although he couldn’t show off 

Jian Han’s handsomeness, he was at least qualified. 

But when she heard Fang Qian Meng speak, she felt like it completely ruined the show. 

That cute acting voice, it felt like she was running out of breath. 

She vaguely remembered that Feng Wu’s first line said: If I become a Buddha, there will be no demons in 

this world. If I become a demon, what can Buddhas do to me? If I destroy the world, who can stop me? If 

the heavens have grievances, why bury them? 

But Fang Qian Meng’s line became: If I become a Buddha, there will be demons in the world? If I 

become a demon, how can I become a Buddha…… 

This feeling of adding extra words at the end really made people feel uncomfortable. 

It didn’t fit the domineering style of Feng Wu at all and compared to the powerful BGM, it felt very 

weak. 

After listening for around a minute, Luo Qing Chen directly stopped it. 

She scrolled down and found that it was filled with cursing. 

Listening to the Wind and Rain: This voice…..is Feng Wu? 

Only Loving the Ancient Style: Please! Can you not act if you can’t do Feng Wu? I really am going crazy! 

Bye Bye You: I thought that the girl who was known as the ‘most beautiful voice actor’ would be special, 

but I never thought that this would be the voice for my Feng Wu? Has King’s Landing become a second 

rate group? 

…… 

  

Chapter 1476: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 34) 

In just half an hour, there was plenty of cursing on the net. King’s Landing’s official Weibo had to delete 

the post and then send an apology. 

King’s Landing V: We really are sorry! King’s Landing has disappointed everyone, please believe that we 

will do better next time! 

After sending this post, the King’s Landing official chat group had the smell of gunpowder in it. 

President·Yue Yue: I think that everyone should be clear on the situation. I know that many of you have 

things to say, so just say them. 

VA·Movie King: To be honest, that person really isn’t worthy of playing Feng Wu. 



Fang Qian Meng sitting in front of her computer had her face turn green with anger. People on Weibo 

were already scolding her and now there were people in the group doing the same! 

VA·Cute Little Fairy: How do you know that it isn’t a water army on Weibo? If others say that you’re not 

suited then you’re not suited, is it fun following the trends? 

Production·Gently: Don’t you know if it’s a water army or not? 

VA·Cute Little Fairy: I don’t! Who knows if someone from production is jealous of me or not!? 

Production·Gently: Me jealous of you? After hearing your disgusting voice, I couldn’t eat for two days 

and you say I’m jealous of you? Aiyo, save it! The difference between you and god Clear Dust isn’t just 

one or two points! 

VA·Mo Shang Thinking of the Past: I already told Yue Yue that it wasn’t good when I heard the voice 

clips. President, what do you think? @President·Yue Yue. 

President·Yue Yue has blocked everyone from talking. 

President·Yue Yue: I’m very sorry about this matter, it will definitely impact the dramas of other groups 

in the same period. I have discussed this with management and decided to make up for the damages 

caused by this second rate show as soon as possible. As for the main lead of this event @VA·Cute Little 

Fairy, I won’t kick you, just leave by yourself. 

President·Yue Yue has returned everyone’s right to talk. 

VA·Cute Little Fairy: What do you mean by this? Damn! I spent so much time and effort here and you’re 

chasing me away? 

President·Yue Yue: Alright! Since you’re not willing…… 

President·Yue Yue has kicked VA·Cute Little Fairy from the group. 

VA·Movie King: Eh, we can just have god Clear Dust come back! She’s been at King’s Landing for so many 

years, she must have some feelings still. 

President·Yue Yue: She won’t come back. 

Yue Yue had already thought about this and she had done it, but when she went looking for Thinking of 

Clear Dust and added her. 

She had already been blocked which meant that she didn’t want to have any contact with King’s 

Landing. 

VA·No Words: I feel that we should train more newcomers since this matter has too much influence on 

King’s Landing. 

For No Words, although he wasn’t popular, there were still more people who supported him compared 

to before. 

Most of the messages on the web were: Jian Han is alright, Feng Wu is trash! 



Since he was already hostile towards Fang Qian Meng, he didn’t say a single word when he heard her 

clips. 

Feng Wu and Jian Han played opposite each other, but they had never worked together. 

Actually, Fang Qian Meng had called him during this time, but he was someone who never looked back. 

He didn’t want used goods! 

President·Yue Yue: It is a good idea to recruit new members, but we have limited resources and there’s 

too much work casting a normal net. 

VA·No Words: Actually, I’m the president of the voice acting club at my university and we’ve had to 

prepare for the school celebration event during this time. I was planning on letting them prepare it 

themselves and if there are any good seedlings, I’ll pull them into the review group. 

Now that there was no Thinking of Clear Dust, he was the number one of King’s Landing. He always felt 

that he should do something to deserve that title! 

President·Yue Yue: Alright! I’ll hand this task to you! It’s really been hard on everyone today! 

  

Chapter 1477: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 35) 

The next morning, Luo Qing Chen was woken up by Mo Ran’s high pitched voice. 

Because their WeChat group ‘Fans of the school hunks’ had provided her more accurate information. 

Wen Yan Chen went to KFC for breakfast this morning and he would be leaving soon. 

KFC…..Wasn’t that where she normally went? 

She would buy the french biscuits and the red date soy milk when she went! 

But because she went late and KFC was close to school, it would normally be bought out by the other 

students. 

“I say, Mo Ran!” 

“Ah? What is it?” 

“I was on Weibo late last night and you woke me up at six! Are you a spy sent by the enemy?” 

Tired, tired, tired, really tired! 

“Of course not!” Mo Ran put her hands together and looked at her like an idiot, “In university, 

appreciating school hunks is a required course. To succeed in your studies, you have to follow the 

actions of the school hunk!” 

“……” Luo Qing Chen felt that something was off, but she couldn’t refute this. 

There were more people outside KFC than normal and if you followed everyone’s eyes, you would see 

where Wen Yan Chen was. 



He was at the first window, currently paying. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes and saw him turn over. She couldn’t help being a bit surprised. 

Mo Ran had already gone to find a place and she didn’t notice. 

Until. 

“Di, di.” There was a sound that came from her phone. 

It was a message from someone’s QQ. 

Half Warm Cup: Want to eat breakfast together? I came to the store you normally go to and bought the 

breakfast you couldn’t get last time. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: There’s so many people, you want to eat in front of everyone? 

“Xiao Qing, Xiao Qing.” A certain someone was focused on QQ and didn’t hear Mo Ran calling to her. 

She never thought that—— 

“Luo Qing Chen.” 

She turned over to Mo Ran, but Wen Yan Chen also looked in her direction. 

Luo Qing Chen walked over to Mo Ran and he headed in the same direction. 

With a tray in his hand, he naturally came behind her. 

The people all thought that school hunk Wen was looking for a place to sit, so they were all wondering if 

the school hunk would sit down next to them. 

They never thought that…… 

The moment Luo Qing Chen sat down, he sat down right next to her. 

When she heard the familiar voice coming from the left, she was stunned as she said in a nervous voice, 

“You…..You…..You…..” 

Wen Yan Chen gave a polite smile to Mo Ran and said, “I’m bothering you, I’ll help you buy whatever 

you want to eat.” 

??? 

Mo Ran was completely stunned. Her mouth opened and closed, opened and closed before she took a 

deep breath and said, “If senior has anything you want to eat, I….I’ll go buy it! I’ll go buy it!” 

As soon as her voice fell, Mo Ran quickly stood up to head to the counter. 

She was muttering to herself as she walked over, looking like her brain had been shocked. 

“God Warm Cup, you scared our Ran Ran.” Luo Qing Chen awkwardly touched her ear before saying, “I 

feel that I might become the public enemy of the school after today…..” 

Why did she feel that everything Wen Yan Chen did was…..deliberate! 



“It’s fine.” He took the red date soy milk from his tray and put it in front of her. He looked at her with 

sparkling eyes as he said, “I’ll protect you.” 

  

Chapter 1478: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 36) 

This was a…..confession? 

Luo Qing Chen was in a daze in class while thinking about this question. 

Of course, the main reason was because of Ran Ran, not planning to let her go! 

She would ask a question every five minutes. 

“Ah, ah, ah! Xiao Qing, why do you know senior Wen?” 

Reply: “We are in the same online club.” 

“Ah, ah, ah! Why did you tell me you knew each other!” 

Reply: “There are some things with our senior that I also just learned!” 

“Ah, ah, ah! Ah, ah, ah! Ah, ah, ah!” 

“Stop.” Luo Qing Chen reached her hand out and said, “I’ll treat you to milk tea, alright?” 

“Alright!” 

After school was over, there were many students moving across campus. 

Everyone’s eyes unknowingly fell onto Luo Qing Chen and they burned. 

When she was holding the cup of milk tea, Mo Ran started asking about the club. 

She liked going bit by bit when she ate things and this time it was even more serious. 

The people at the voice acting club didn’t like her. The school celebration performance was about to 

begin, so not only did she not participate, she was also in charge of some backstage stuff. 

Un, it was those two people who laughed at her at the door that day. 

“Then do you want to stay there?” Luo Qing Chen chewed a few pearls before asking this in a serious 

voice. 

After all, if you didn’t love the voice acting work, it didn’t matter how much you liked animation! 

Mo Ran thought about it before saying, “But I’m just not willing!” 

Although she was a bit scatterbrained, she had a bit of stubbornness when doing this. She either didn’t 

do it or she did it to the best of her abilities. 

In the voice acting club, she didn’t feel like she had a chance to be treated fairly. 



“Since you’re not willing, you can give it a try.” Luo Qing Chen also knew that she was someone who 

didn’t like to give up, so she said this seriously. 

“But voice acting really is too hard…..” Mo Ran was very upset. 

She joined the voice acting club because of her love of animation and if she couldn’t voice act, it would 

go against her original wish. 

“Oh.” Luo Qing Chen heard her voice and immediately knew what she was thinking. 

“I feel that you shouldn’t be too restrictive.” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and said, “Actually, the voice 

acting industry is quite interesting. You can start with some modern era scripts, then some ancient era 

scripts…..and so on.” 

“But……” 

“You’re worried those two will make it hard on you?” 

“Un, un, un.” Mo Ran gave a serious nod. 

“Don’t worry, with their skills, they definitely won’t be qualified to get on stage.” 

Luo Qing Chen was this certain because in terms of professionalism, she had to recognize He Yu Yan. 

Although he didn’t have any conscience when it came to the Fang Qian Meng matter! 

But when she heard the voices of those two girls, she could tell how exhausted their vocal chords were. 

They must smoke and drink all day. 

Voice damage caused by frequent smoking and drinking! 

This kind of voice wasn’t qualified to become a voice actor. 

Since she was chatting with Mo Ran, it was close to eight when Luo Qing Chen got home. 

Her phone had been out of battery since she hadn’t charged it in a long time. 

After taking a lazy bath, she slowly turned on her computer! 

She never thought that the youth called Half Warm Cup would have…..filled her screen on QQ. 

At that moment, there was a notification from the system in her mind! 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 80%.] 

  

Chapter 1479: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 37) 

Half Warm Cup: Still not home yet? 

Half Warm Cup: It’s already half past six…… 

Half Warm Cup: It’s seven….. 



Half Warm Cup: It’s half past seven…… 

Half Warm Cup: It’s eight!!! 

Half Warm Cup: I should have gotten your cell phone number. 

…… 

Wen Yan Chen was fidgeting in front of the computer on the other side. When he saw that she wasn’t 

online after school, he went back to the school to take a look, but he never thought that she would be 

one. 

The moment Luo Qing Chen’s icon lit up at half past eight, he finally let out a sigh of relief. 

He never thought that he would care so much about a person, so much that he would be worried over 

where she was! 

This was his first time feeling like this, it was very special and tormented him. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: I came home late! What is it? (=·ω·=) 

When she scrolled up and saw what Wen Yan Chen wrote before, she knew that he must have been….. 

Worried about her! 

Half Warm Cup: Un……Flourishing Song that “Reincarnation Endowment” is out and wanted us to take a 

listen. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: It’s out? 

Half Warm Cup: On the group YY, they’re waiting for you to listen. 

When she opened YY and found the “Reincarnation Endowment” room, she saw that most people were 

gathered. 

[Production]Butterfly Dance’s profile lit up and a beautiful female voice rang out, speaking into the 

microphone, “Actually when I sent it to the president and vice president, they didn’t speak for a long 

time after they finished listening to it. 

Luo Qing Chen was surprised and nervously asked, “Is there a problem?” 

If it was before, she wouldn’t be this nervous, but playing Nian Yi this time in “Reincarnation 

Endowment”, she had used her real voice. 

She was worried that there would be a problem with her technique or that her emotional change 

wouldn’t be natural enough. 

Although when she was with Wen Yan Chen, the other side had said that there was no problem. 

But this was the first time and she was worried when production said this. 

Flourishing Song turned on her mic to say, “You’ll know after you hear it.” 

The melodious voice began to flow, pushing away the dust. 



At that moment, everyone was completely pulled in by “Reincarnation Endowment”, falling deeper and 

deeper into it. 

“Reincarnation Endowment” had the ending at the start. This was a common method where the ending 

was the beginning of the story. 

“She got married today?” Qi Jun asked the person who came with a smile. 

The moment Half Warm Cup’s cold voice rang out, the hearts of the people listening heaved. 

There was a strong sad feeling that filled the YY room. 

“Yes.” 

He took the poisoned wine and drank it, “I have no worries in this life!” 

When the sound of him drinking the poisoned wine filled their ears, people couldn’t help holding their 

breath. 

At the same time, she was dressed in plain clothes in a manor. 

“Was he released from prison?” Thinking of Clear Dust’s clear as water voice rang. 

“Yes.” 

She hung the white silk with a smile, “Knowing that you’re safe, I don’t ask for anything else.” 

…… 

The hour and a half “Reincarnation Endowment” completely mesmerized people, every part of it felt 

good. 

There was no promise, there was no force. 

Each voice was natural, from the main characters to the small supporting roles. 

The mood was right and the characters were all perfectly interpreted. 

“What do you think?” After a long silence, Butterfly Dance said with a soft laugh, “Isn’t it hard to 

describe?” 

She had stalled for so long not because “Reincarnation Endowment” wasn’t good, but rather….it was too 

good! 

  

Chapter 1480: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 38) 

That night, Drunken Bliss announced that “Reincarnation Endowment” would be released at eight 

tomorrow night on their official Weibo. 

With the strong lineup and the two powerful guards, “Reincarnation Endowment” instantly reached the 

top of the hot search list and kept ranking high. 



There were all kinds of comments. Many of them were expectant and there were a few who were 

worried. 

Porcelain World’s Myth: After seeing “Sword Dance Clear Song”, I’m a bit worried about this kind of 

announcement. 9999 Likes. 

-Distressed By Love: +1 

-Looking Back On A Dream: +2 

-Being Raised: As long as I think of “Sword Dance Clear Song”, I can’t even eat my seafood feast! 

Sorrowful Strokes: Looking forward to “Reincarnation Endowment”. When I read the novel two years 

ago, I was crying for Nian Yi and Qi Jun! 

-Sweet Dream: Me too! The beginning already spoils the ending, but I still couldn’t help finishing it! 

Not Caring About Wang Lun’s Love: Please don’t compare god Clear Dust to another crook? My god Qing 

Chen has never made a disappointing work since her debut! Not like a certain person, aiyo. ╮(▽“)╭ 

…… 

At this time, in a dimly lit room. There was someone putting on nail polish who was preparing to start 

their broadcast when she saw the news on “Reincarnation Endowment”. 

She gritted her teeth and angrily threw the nail polish in her hand on the ground as she fiercely said to 

herself, “Based on what? Based on what can that half man half woman enter Drunken Bliss and I, the 

‘most beautiful voice actor’ can’t!” 

If she was in Drunken Bliss, the role of Nian Yi would belong to her and she wouldn’t have played that 

dominating Feng Wu! 

Were all the people scolding her brain dead? Could it be that they couldn’t see her name? 

She was called Cute Little Fairy, alright? How was it strange that this cute name couldn’t match Feng 

Wu!? 

She felt that she had worked very hard, after all, she had spent two hours just to record the voice clips 

for Feng Wu! 

She became angrier the more she thought about it. When “Reincarnation Endowment” came out 

tomorrow, she would be the first person to create countless smurfs to attack it! 

– 

The next morning, it was close to nine when she rushed through the school gates. 

She didn’t have time to get breakfast, but someone stopped her at the door and gave her a bag from 

KFC. 

“You…..You’re also this late.” Luo Qing Chen was surprised before saying in an understanding voice, 

“You were waiting for me?” 



“Un.” He replied before saying, “Give me your cell phone.” 

Luo Qing Chen was still in shock at Wen Yan Chen waiting for her, normally he would have headed out 

quite early. 

The past two times, it was already half past six when Mo Ran dragged her out to see him….. 

Could it be that he had been waiting here for over two hours!? 

“Alright.” He handed her phone back to her, “This will stop you from being late in the future.” 

“Ah…..” Luo Qing Chen awkwardly scratched her head and said, “Sorry, I made you wait this long!” 

Although it seemed like she made the other side wait, there was a bit of happiness in her heart. 

“Whether I was waiting or not doesn’t matter.” He put his hands on her shoulder and pushed her 

forward, “It’s cold today, so the breakfast is already cold.” 

Her lips couldn’t help raising as a warm feeling filled her heart. 

She suddenly thought of something: In the world of love, it couldn’t be lacking surprise and expectation. 

The pleasant surprise Wen Yan Chen brought her, it had touched her and made her feel…..very happy! 

 


